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15-Mar-2023

Dear Dr lukluk Fuadah:

The above manuscript, entitled "Which Top Management Team Characteristics Drive a Firm’s Tax Aggressiveness?"
has been submitted to Emerging Markets Finance and Trade.

I would be grateful if you would kindly agree to act as a reviewer for this paper. The abstract appears at the end of this
letter.
Emerging Markets Finance and Trade aims to be a premier journal in emerging market-based research. We,
therefore, request reviewers to pay attention to the paper’s:

(a) motivation—are authors doing something new (simply replicating what others have done is not good enough for the
journal) and while we are not looking for path breaking papers, we do need to see some innovation (however small) in
the research question/hypothesis;

(b) contributions—are they sufficient to generate citations?; and

(c) robustness tests—are these well developed and implemented? (some studies either have no robustness tests or
end up undertaking robustness tests just for the sake of it). You may write about these three issues in your report.

Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be able to accept my invitation to review. To do this please either
click the appropriate link below to automatically register your reply with our online manuscript submission and review
system or e-mail me with your reply.

*** PLEASE NOTE: This is a two-step process. After clicking on the link, you will be directed to a webpage to
confirm. ***

Agreed: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emft?URL_MASK=c9b33c21740e487aa1650307f009e3f5

Declined: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emft?URL_MASK=c0755e3114bd4a58b39fa0131bc461ff

Unavailable: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emft?URL_MASK=5328e1b15b9f4c4aacee30411eef58ab

Should you accept my invitation to review this manuscript, you will be sent an email with a direct link to the
scoresheet, which will be made available to you.  You will then have access to the manuscript and reviewer
instructions in your Reviewer Center.

If you are unable to review the manuscript, click on the “decline” option to register your response. This will direct you
to a screen where you will be given the opportunity to provide details of any alternative reviewers.

Be aware that the journal is now asking reviewers – when suggesting rejection – to clearly note if the paper is
academically or scientifically unsound, or if it is merely unsuitable for this journal.  The final decision on acceptance
of papers will continue to rest with the journal’s editor.

By reviewing this manuscript you agree for your review and comments to be seen confidentially by editors of other
related Taylor & Francis journals if the manuscript is rejected and subsequently transferred. This supports a system
of portable peer review.

I realise that our expert reviewers greatly contribute to the high standards of the Journal, and I thank you for your
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present and/or future participation.

Sincerely,
qunw@unr.edu

MANUSCRIPT DETAILS

TITLE: Which Top Management Team Characteristics Drive a Firm’s Tax Aggressiveness?

ABSTRACT:
This study examines the relationship between a firm’s tax planning and several observable characteristics of its top
management teams. We obtain empirical evidence based on multiple regressions of a sample of listed companies in
China from 2013 to 2019. We find that a top management team’s education level positively relates to tax planning.
While tenure, age, and expert experience are negatively related to tax planning. These results are robust when further
tests are conducted. These findings provide further evidence of the upper echelon theory and taxation area.
Practically, the study provides useful insights for board committees to appoint top management team members
pursuing healthy performance. Finally, this study is valuable to investors, creditors, analysts, and auditors, as it
serves as a reminder that top management team characteristics need to be considered when making decisions.
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Dear Dr lukluk Fuadah:

Thank you for agreeing to review the above manuscript, entitled "Which Top Management Team Characteristics Drive
a Firm’s Tax Aggressiveness?" for Emerging Markets Finance and Trade.  The deadline for your review is 14-Apr-
2023.

You already have an account on the site. To automatically access the manuscript and complete your review, please
click on the following link:

https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emft?URL_MASK=d3b1da3d248a4c06937b9fc0fbf6099b

On the review page, there is a space for "Comments to Editor" and a space for "Comments to the Author."  Please be
sure to put your comments to the author in the appropriate space.

If you wish to view the manuscript and the review form simultaneously, click on the HTML or PDF icons – the
manuscript will open in a new window.  Leave the new window open, switch back to the main window, and open the
score sheet by clicking on the Score Sheet tab.  Follow the instructions for reviewers provided in the ScholarOne
Manuscripts site.

I strongly encourage you to elaborate on your review in the space provided.  Your specific comments will offer valuable
feedback to improve future work.  It is essential that you click the "Save" button if you wish to exit the review before
you submit it to the Editor.  Otherwise, none of the information that you have entered will be saved in the system. 
When you have completed your review and are ready to submit it to the Editor, click on "Submit."

All communications regarding this manuscript are privileged.  Any conflict of interest, suspicion of duplicate
publication, fabrication of data or plagiarism must immediately be reported to me.

Please note, to log into your account on the Emerging Markets Finance and Trade ScholarOne Manuscripts site at
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emft at a later date, your case-sensitive User ID is lukluk_fuadah@unsri.ac.id, and
your password is https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emft?URL_MASK=6afdc2e5861c499e918cdeaa01653a97

Please note that the single use link will expire on 20-Mar-2023 10:25:45 AM GMT / 20-Mar-2023 6:25:45 AM EDT.
If the single use link has expired, you can generate a single use password by entering your email address into the
Password Help function on your site log in page: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emft
.

Thank you for evaluating this manuscript.

Sincerely,
Dr Qun Wu
Emerging Markets Finance and Trade
qunw@unr.edu
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15-Mar-2023

Dear Dr lukluk Fuadah:

The above manuscript, entitled "Which Top Management Team Characteristics Drive a Firm’s Tax Aggressiveness?"
has been submitted to Emerging Markets Finance and Trade.

I would be grateful if you would kindly agree to act as a reviewer for this paper. The abstract appears at the end of this
letter.
Emerging Markets Finance and Trade aims to be a premier journal in emerging market-based research. We,
therefore, request reviewers to pay attention to the paper’s:

(a) motivation—are authors doing something new (simply replicating what others have done is not good enough for the
journal) and while we are not looking for path breaking papers, we do need to see some innovation (however small) in
the research question/hypothesis;

(b) contributions—are they sufficient to generate citations?; and

(c) robustness tests—are these well developed and implemented? (some studies either have no robustness tests or
end up undertaking robustness tests just for the sake of it). You may write about these three issues in your report.

Please let me know as soon as possible if you will be able to accept my invitation to review. To do this please either
click the appropriate link below to automatically register your reply with our online manuscript submission and review
system or e-mail me with your reply.

*** PLEASE NOTE: This is a two-step process. After clicking on the link, you will be directed to a webpage to
confirm. ***

Agreed: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emft?URL_MASK=c9b33c21740e487aa1650307f009e3f5

Declined: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emft?URL_MASK=c0755e3114bd4a58b39fa0131bc461ff

Unavailable: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/emft?URL_MASK=5328e1b15b9f4c4aacee30411eef58ab

Should you accept my invitation to review this manuscript, you will be sent an email with a direct link to the
scoresheet, which will be made available to you.  You will then have access to the manuscript and reviewer
instructions in your Reviewer Center.

If you are unable to review the manuscript, click on the “decline” option to register your response. This will direct you
to a screen where you will be given the opportunity to provide details of any alternative reviewers.

Be aware that the journal is now asking reviewers – when suggesting rejection – to clearly note if the paper is
academically or scientifically unsound, or if it is merely unsuitable for this journal.  The final decision on acceptance
of papers will continue to rest with the journal’s editor.

By reviewing this manuscript you agree for your review and comments to be seen confidentially by editors of other
related Taylor & Francis journals if the manuscript is rejected and subsequently transferred. This supports a system
of portable peer review.

I realise that our expert reviewers greatly contribute to the high standards of the Journal, and I thank you for your
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present and/or future participation.

Sincerely,
qunw@unr.edu

MANUSCRIPT DETAILS

TITLE: Which Top Management Team Characteristics Drive a Firm’s Tax Aggressiveness?

ABSTRACT:
This study examines the relationship between a firm’s tax planning and several observable characteristics of its top
management teams. We obtain empirical evidence based on multiple regressions of a sample of listed companies in
China from 2013 to 2019. We find that a top management team’s education level positively relates to tax planning.
While tenure, age, and expert experience are negatively related to tax planning. These results are robust when further
tests are conducted. These findings provide further evidence of the upper echelon theory and taxation area.
Practically, the study provides useful insights for board committees to appoint top management team members
pursuing healthy performance. Finally, this study is valuable to investors, creditors, analysts, and auditors, as it
serves as a reminder that top management team characteristics need to be considered when making decisions.
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